What UQ is doing to reduce our environmental impact

- UQ promotes Walk to Work Day.
- Bike Boxes located around campus provide cyclists with locker rentals and changing facilities throughout the year.
- Bicycle racks, water refill stations and cycle repair stations are located around campus.
- UQ participates in National Ride2Work Day.
- UQ promotes public transport use.
- Vehicle share schemes are available on campus.
- Fleet vehicles include Zero Emissions Vehicles which operate on energy generated from UQ’s solar grid.

Why this is important

- Fuel consumption releases greenhouse and other harmful gases into the atmosphere, increasing air pollution and decreasing health of the entire ecosystem.

WHAT YOU CAN DO

- Walk to work on a beautiful day.
- Ride your bike to work, and gain the benefits from a good work-out.
- Use public transport and avoid the stress of commuting through traffic.
- Carpool to and from work with colleagues, not only does it take cars off the road, but it encourages staff bonding.
- Consolidate business travel – share a fleet vehicle or teleconference into a meeting.